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Dress code angers 
admissions workers
A CONSTRUCTION CREW installing parking lot light fixtures between the University Center and Mansfield 
Library must race against a snowfall projected for later this week. (Staff photo by Debby Larson.)




Several employees of the Un­
iversity of Montana Admissions 
Office are unhappy with a new 
dress code in their office which 
they say the management has no 
right to impose without collective 
bargaining.
On November3, Acting Director 
of the Admissions Office James 
Royan and Paula Meiers, systems 
coordinator, sent a memo to Ad­
missions Office employees regar­
ding new guidelines and practices 
for the office.
Part of the memo stated: “ It is 
expected that employees will pre­
sent an attractive appearance, 
which reflects the professional 
nature of the office."
There was no mention in the 
memo forbidding employees from 
wearing blue jeans. But, according 
to employees and Meiers, the 
employees were given verbal 
notice by Royan that blue jeans 
were unacceptable.
Royan, who is out of town this
JAMES ROYAN
week, was unavailable for com­
ment. But, Friday, he sent a 
second letter to the employees 
stating that the office management 
would meet with the Montana 
Public Employees Association 
when he returned from trips to the 
Cleveland and Chicago National 
College Fairs.
Speaking for management, 
Meiers said, “We feel this is a 
professional format and we feel 
they should dress professionally." 
The code implies that blue jeans 
are unacceptable, she said.
"We prefer they didn’t wear blue 
jeans,” she said. But, she added, 
employees may wear corduroys 
and women are not required to 
wear skirts and men do not have to 
wear ties. -
The employees are upset with 
this code, Kris Roby, president of 
UM’s chapter of the MPEA, said. It 
was an arbitrary action by the 
Admissions Office management, 
she said.
She added that there is no 
provision in the union contract 
allowing management to dictate 
how employees dress.
Jerry Brown, staff representative 
of MPEA, said it was the 
association's position to deter­
mine dress code, not the 
management's.
Since the dress code is not in the 
contract, Roby said she told 
employees to ignore the code until 
a decision was made.
In a letter to Jerry Brown, Lynda 
Brown, director of the Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Per­
sonnel Office, said the Admissions 
Office policy was “reasonable and 
w ith in  o u r m anagem ent 
prerogative.”
Brown said she had consulted 
with George Mitchell, UM legal 
counsel, and that they recom­
mended MPEA raise the is­
sue at the next bargaining 
meeting. In the meantime, she and 
Mitchell would allow the dress 
code to be enforced, Brown said.
Roby said she dislikes the dress 
code because it involves a cost 
factor — if employees are required 
to dress professionally they should 
be given an allowance to buy new 
clothes.
The whole matter is "ridiculous 
and reminds fne of the times of 
high school dress codes,” Roby 
said.
Admissions Office employee 
Janice Midyett said the majority of 
employees are "not very happy”
Cont. on p. 8
By MICHAEL CRATER
Montana Kaimln Reporter
If some of Montana’s hon-game 
species become extinct, rancher
Joe Helle asked last night, “ is that 
so drastic?”
Helle’s remarks came in 
response to suggestions that Mon­
tana must study its non-game
species — the little animals 
nobody hunts or knows much 
about — or they are likely to 
become endangered.
“Some of the species we have 
here today may not be here 40 
years from now, but isn’t that a 
natural part of evolution?” Helle 
asked about 100 people at a panel 
discussion on non-game legisla­
tion for Montana.
The discussion was sponsored 
by the Five Valleys Audubon 
Society, which favors non-game 
legislation and hopes to see it 
adopted when the Montana 
Legislature meets this winter.
Helle, a rancher who also serves 
on a federal research committee 
on animal-damage control, said he 
opposes non-game legislation 
because studying the species 
might lead to placing some on the 
endangered-species list. Every 
animal on the list means trouble for
Cont. on p. 8
A whiff of bull
With University of Montana President Richard Bowers’ 
recently announced resignation, campus rumormongers are 
back in business trying to guess where Dick will go next. 
Assumptions bloom and fade rapidly.
The latest product of these truculent and intemperate minds 
has it that the president has taken to fraternizing with bovines, 
an irony not unknown among past UM presidents.
Page 1-C of the Great Falls Tribune revealed yesterday that 
one Richard C. Bowers is cross-breeding buffalo and cattle on 
his ranee north of Cascade. Why put up with all that 
administrative bull when you can experience it first hand? Why 
settle for half a loaf?
Alas, the connection is nothing but a bum steer, a titular 
confusion at best. Our Richard Bowers is no cattleman and 
Cascade’s Richard Bowers is no university prez.
But wait a minute—we’ve got something here.. .how about a 
cross-breeding of our own?
The rumormongers are back in business.
results in tightened securityAlleged rape
By GWINN DYRLAND
Montana Kaimln Raportar
An alleged Sunday-morning rape in Jesse Hall has 
resulted in tightened security for dormitory residents 
at the University of Montana.
According to Ron Brunell, UM assistant director of 
housing, beginning this week residence halls will be 
locked at 9 p.m., two hours earlier than the former 
nightly lock-up. Brunell said that dorm residents may 
also expect a stricter enforcement of a policy 
requiring male visitors on female floors to be escorted 
by a female, and female visitors by a male.
“Our intention, of course, is not to hassle residents 
. . . but to provide what we feel is an adequate security 
of the buildings,” Brunell said.
Brunell acknowledged that the security changes 
are linked to the alleged rape. The Missoula City 
Police Department is investigating Sunday's incident 
along with UM campus security, Brunell said.
According to Missoula police, a UM student called 
at 4:50 a.m. Sunday to report "one female adult 
assaulted in the stairway” of a UM dorm. A Tuesday 
Missoulian article described the alleged victim as a 
19-year-old UM student, and identified the Jesse Hall 
stairwell as the scene of the reported rape. The 
Missoulian reported that the student had been 
assaulted at about 3:30 a.m. by four men, and that no 
weapons were involved, though the victim’s left wrist 
was badly bruised in the assault.
Brunell would not confirm details of the story, 
though he said the Missoulian’s description of out-of- 
order elevators in Jesse Hall was inaccurate, becasue
only one of three elevators was not working.
The out-of-order elevator, which Brunell said was 
“vandalized" about 1:30 a.m., serves ail-male floors 
two through five. The remaining two elevators were 
working, Brunell said. These serve the sixth through 
the eleventh floors, where women live.
Brunell said the one elevator's doors had been 
jammed; something that happens “at least every other 
weekend” in one of UM’s four residence halls that 
have elevators.
Lt. Bill Foust of the police department's detective 
division said yesterday that police had begun an 
“active investigation” that day. He would not confirm 
any details of the case.
Ken Willett, UM safety and security manager, could 
not be reached for comment.
A spokesman for St. Patrick Hospital acknowledged 
yesterday that the alleged victim had been “seen in the 
emergency room and released" early Sunday mor­
ning.
The 79 UM students who serve as dorm resident 
heads and resident assistants were told Monday by 
Brunell to notify dorm residents this week about the 
alleged rape and the earlier lock-up hour and 
enforced escort policy that have resulted.
But, “we're not putting up a poster that says, 'This 
happened,’ ” Brunell said. As a general rule, Brunell 
said, dorm RAs are not “tofd all the details"—just that 
an assault occurred, and where, for example — and 
they in turn are told to “ respond to questions (only) as 
the residents bring them."
In this case, however, RAs will notify residents 
individually and in floor meetings because, Brunell 
said, students will want an explanation for the 
tightened dorm policies.
Dorm RAs would not answer questions yesterday 
about Sunday’s incident, and Brunell acknowledged 
that they were instructed not to comment.
“Since there are so many rumors flying, we would 
prefer that this office make any statements,” he said, 
adding that a “no-comment policy" about incidents 
under investigation protects the privacy of the victim 
and the accused, and safeguards the investigation 
itself.
Brunell said that “we have to rely on residents to 
assist us” in reporting “suspicious” behavior in the 
dorms. In any emergency, students can call 4000, 
which will be answered quickly by the UM 
switchboard, Brunell said.
Though Brunnell said his office will continue to 
evaluate the effectiveness of campus security 
policies, he doesn't expect to make further changes 
soon.
Besides the nightly dorm lock-up, security includes 
the use of nightly desk clerks from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. at 
Brantly-Corbin and Craig halls, which house mostly 
women. Clerks work on weekends at Jesse and Miller 
halls, which are near Arthur Avenue where Brunell 
said “we get a lot of transient traffic."
Incidents of rape in the recent past at UM have 
included a 1979 rape outside Jesse Hall, for which 
Jesse Sandstrom was given a 32-month deferred 
sentence this past spring, and a reported rape in Jesse 
hall in October 1979 for which the alleged victim did 
not press charges.
mqntana
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opinion
R h e to ric  w on ’t  fill w o rld ’s  em p ty  s to m a c h s
Hunger is a disease — a stomach- 
wrenching, crippling, potentially lethal 
disease which has become an 
epidemic.
•  One-quarter of the world’s popula­
tion is hungry or undernourished.
•  One person in eight suffers from 
debilitating malnutrition.
•  Children under five account for 
half of those affected by malnutrition.
Aside from inflicting human suffer­
ing, hunger also threatens world 
stability. As starvation mounts and 
people in underdeveloped countries
letters—
For privileged Adidas only
Q: What at this university costs $44,000 
and can be used by only 12 students?
A: The wooden basketball floor at the 
Dahlberg Arena.
Stupid, isn’t it? That's what we thought 
last weekend when we went there to play as 
we had done so many times before this 
year.
Sunday night. 7 p.m. The lights are on in 
the Dahlberg Arena. About 10 of us ball­
bouncing heathens break away from the 
tedium of study and find an apparently 
open place to play an hour of friendly 
basketball. But it wasn’t to be.
In another move typical of the brilliance 
of our Campus Security “Police,” we were 
informed by an alert officer that our $44 
rock-infested Adidas and Nike sneakers 
(that were obviously unfit for play upon a 
basketball floor) would scratch and mar 
and otherwise deface the polished surface 
of the paneled court. This paragon of 
university security (reminiscent in many 
ways of Cheech & Chong's famous Sgt. 
Stadanko) ejected us —  along with two 
members of the Lady Griz and some other 
unsuspecting lads — rudely from the arena, 
where evidently only the privileged 
members of the Grizzlies can now tread 
their Nike and Adidas streetshoes.
This concerned cop, Sgt. Slobber (NOT 
his real name), explained to us that the 
"new" floor was worth $44,000 (some of 
which we must have undoubtedly paid for 
in one fashion or another), and that we — 
unreasonable, uneducated buffoons that 
we are — are unfit to participate in a normal 
athletic activity in this open and convenient 
sports facility.
What is the arena floor for? Are the 
Grizzly dozen the only UM students allow­
ed to run up and down its varnished planks, 
and can't some of the normal people at this 
university share in the fun?
And what will be sealed off next? Will the 
Men's Gym soon be off limits to women? 
Will the Women's Center lock its doors to 
the male population of this school? And 
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are prevented from attaining a decent 
standard of living, anger, despair and 
even hatred of those who do eat will 
rise — and be channeled into aggres­
sion or rebellion.
Mass starvation is expected to infect 
the world within 20 years — at the very 
latest.
The United States, then, has a very 
real interest in solving the problem of 
hunger in Third World countries. And 
the way to do that is by turning our 
rhetorical commitments to alleviating 
hunger into action.
members be forced to wear bleats when 
they march out onto the field at halftime?
We hope not, but with the situation in the 
hands of our culpable Campus Cops, God 
only knows.
Tim Verdon
junior, HPE and athletic training 
Clark Fair












Editor We, the students of the University of 
Montana, are willing to pay $1,400 plus for a 
former and uniform ed leader of the Ku 
Klux Klan to speak to us? Have we lost our 
logical and moral wits?
David Duke is sly with words. He quit the 
Klan because of its "violent image.” Yet he 
doesn't say he’s against violence, or the 
Klan's violence, or even that he thinks the 
Klan is violent. Now under the new image of 
“free speech and equal rights” he is invited 
to speak at the U of M.
The issue is not freedom of speech; our 
money supports Duke. He is a racist, 
promotes racism, and may even use our 
money to promote violence against blacks.
Everyone knows he will not be coming to 
start a new civil rights movement. So why 
pretend? To support Duke with our money 
is to support the Ku Klux Klan and 
everything it represents. We can still say no. 
And if we have any self-respect and respect 




Editor Re: Fat C. Lam’s Public Forum.
I hear you being negative. I hear you 
perpetuating the problem. I hear you 
throwing away your own and society's 
responsibilities. I respect your attempt to 
be realistic, but I think in doing so, you are 
creating/choosing your own reality. As 
long as your hand stays where it is, you are 
right — nothing will change. We will all be 
doomed to our "stages of idealism — our 
"growing pains” out of which will come 
inevitable acceptance of the way things are. 
Forced by trite pressures to "get the food on 
the table," or to afford that car that — face it 
— you are going to need to get to your-job 
and back to a passive acceptance — 
however unwilling — of what should be 
questionable needs or at least questionable 
methods, mindsets and lifestyles.
When you start with the assumption that 
the fundamentals will or cannot change, 
that it is just a matter of time and personal 
rebellion (blowing off youthful steam, 
leaping on and off pedestals and
To dramatize the problem of hunger, 
the Fast for World Harvest is planned 
for tomorrow at the University of 
Montana. Students are being asked to 
give up meals and donate the money 
they would have spent on food to the 
hunger fund.
Half the money will go to the 
Poverello Center, a Missoula organiza­
tion that offers a free meal to those who 
are hungry; the other half will go to 
O xfam -Am erica, one of many 
organizations which attempt to help 
the people of Third World nations 
become self-sufficient.
The $2,000 that sponsors of the fast 
hope UM will contribute is admittedly 
just a morsel.
It can also be argued that fasting is 
one of those nice, liberal do-good 
activities that makes us feel better
bandstands) and "growing up" before we 
will see and accept the reality or what it 
takes to "get by” according to your own 
stagnant definitions, of course there will 
not be change, and idealism does become 
“an idea whose time will never come given 
the savage of man.”
But what about challenging that savage; 
what about demanding from ourselves a 
sense of responsibility and accountability? 
We were not born savages. Our willingness 
to give in, to sell out, has put us where we 
are — now a spineless and submissive 
society forever evolving around to the same 
place, anticipating the inevitability of 
everything and probably relishing the 
helplessness that results. With this 
helplessness comes the abandonment of 
responsibility and a sense of the futility of 
rebellion or assertion. If we are going to 
improve our lot, there are many things that 
w ill' have to change. One of the most 
difficult but crucial changes involves the 
attitude reflected in your article — selling 
out.




Editor i admire very much Mr. Paul 
Walker’s fine article on idealism in the Nov. 
18 Kaimin in response to the one I wrote 
earlier. He made his point succinctly when 
he said, “ Idealism is necessary to balance 
out our tendencies to stagnate and 
degenerate in the midst of complacency. 
Idealism is the tool we must use to improve 
the world, its societies and governments.” 
However, I must correct two statements he 
made in regard to my former letter.
1. He said I was not alone “ in believing 
that everyone over the formulative years 
must come to grips with reality and 
eventually blend into Corporate America." I
about our well-fed superiority and, in 
effect, accomplishes little.
But fasting is more than empty 
rhetoric.
The Commission on World Hunger 
has recommended the United States 
up its contribution to fight malnutrition 
from .2 percent of the GNP to .7 
percent of the GNP.
The University of Montana is being 
asked to increase its commitment from 
$1,500 to $2,000.
Neither request is outrageous given 
the alternative that growing world 
hunger poses.
So, fast tomorrow. Not because it will 
solve a problem as old as civilization, 
but because it will emphasize a com­
mitment to the survival of civilization.
never used “everyone'’ in my letter and 
“eventually blend into Corporate America" 
is not necessarily my belief.
2. I was totally shocked that he said I 
“tend to discourage social criticism.” My 
letter was an attempt to diagnose/analyze 
the causes which separate the college 
students from the older generations. 
Idealism was the cause I came up with. How 
come I was accused of “discourage social 
criticism”? Wasn’t it a personal attack?
Otherwise, I admire Mr. Walker’s letter 
and hope he will "continue to learn and 
grow as an idealist," as he hoped. But I 
should add that many former radical and 
liberal leaders in the 60's have “conformed" 
and view their past as something childish. 
Witness Huey Newton of the Black Pan­
thers, Abbie Hoffman of the Chicago 
Seven, and Stewart Brand who published 
the “Whole Earth Catalog.” Brand is now a 
neoconservative, admits errors past. He 
now says; “We were all outlaws who 
became responsible citizens." (Newsweek, 
Nov. 17) These and the other examples 
were what prompted me to conclude that as 
people get older, their views will change.
Idealism will, with most people, fade over 
time. These leaders, when asked in the 60's 
whether they would change and “conform" 
someday, scoffed at the questioners. But I 
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UM and MSU unite to
By ALAN ROSENBERG
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Marking a new spirit of coopera­
tion, alumni from the University of 
Montana and Montana State Un­
iversity will host a reception for 
legislators and their spouses when 
the new session opens in January.
Deanna Sheriff, executive direc­
tor of the UM Alumni Association, 
said the reception will be an 
example of the “united front” the 
two campuses will present to the 
Legislature in an effort to have 
budget requests funded.
On budgetary matters of mutual 
concern — higher faculty salaries 
and bolstered library acquisitions 
— Sheriff said she expects the 
universities to cooperate with each 
other.
Personal income 
up 1.1 percent 
during October
The personal income of 
Americans rose 1.1 percent in 
October, matching September’s 
increase and helping boost 
people’s spending by a full 1 
percent, the government reported 
T uesday.
Economists inside and outside 
government saw the trend as 
further evidence that the nation is 
slowly recovering from the reces­
sion, particularly in heavy in­
dustries that were hard-hit by the 
downturn. They cautioned that 
rising interest rates could damage 
the apparent recovery, however, 
and added that double-digit 
inflation—over 12 percent for the 
year— is eroding virtually all the 
increase in income.
However, she said the “coali­
tion” between the campuses might 
be in jeopardy when the 
Legislature debates the univer­
sities’ long-term building requests.
UM has requested $8.6 million 
for a fine arts building which would 
house the university's drama, 
dance and radio and television 
programs. MSU requested $4.6 
million for the construction of a 
visual communication building.
Although a Board of Regents’ 
review of the radio and television 
programs offered at both univer­
sities found no serious duplication 
in course offerings, the buildings 
are often seen as a cause for 
rivalry.
Sheriff said that although she 
remains optimistic that the fine 
arts building at UM will be funded, 
she didn't expect the university to 
receive the entire amount re­
quested.
“We may not get the whole pie at 
one shot,” she said. "It’s awfully 
hard to get that much money in 
one session.”
Goals for the “coalition” were 
discussed, and plans for the recep­
tion were made Thursday in 
Helena at a meeting attended by 
UM President Richard Bowers, 
MSU President William Tietz Jr., 
Commissioner of Higher Educa­
tion John Richardson and Sheriff.
The reception, for which no date 
has been set, is an example of “a 
new grass roots approach” to the 
university's legislative lobbying 
effort, Sheriff said.
Until now, most of the lobbying 
has been done by university ad­
m in is tra to rs , fa c u lty  and 
students,” Sheriff said.
At the reception, alumni and 
supporters of both universities will 
come from “all over the state" to
Bulletin changes proposed
Proposals concerning the 
current University of Montana 
bulletin, graduation with high 
honors and residency re­
quirements will be discussed at the 
Faculty Senate meeting tomorrow.
The Academic Standards 
Curriculum Review Committee 
initiated the proposals which 
Faculty Senate will vote on.
Under current regulations, if a 
student interrupts his or her atten­
dance a year or more, the student 
must graduate under the bulletin 
under which he is readmitted.
The bulletin change would allow 
a student to use any student 
bulletin under which he has been 
enrolled during the six to eight 
years prior to graduation.
The current bulletin allows a 
lapse of six years to complete 
degree requirements under a par­
ticular catalog, but the proposal 
would allow six to eight years.
The proposed change concer­
ning graduation with honors 
would require students to have a
3.4 grade point average or higher 
at graduation, and a 3.7 G.P.A. or 
higher to receive high honors.
In addition, the examination, 
which high honors candidates 
were previously required to take, 
will be eliminated under the 
proposal.
The current bulletin also re­
quires students to earn a 3.1 G.P.A. 
or higher to receive honors, or a 3.5 
G.P.A. or higher to receive high 
honors.
The bulletin change for residen­
cy requirements requires students 
to earn at least 30 of the last 45 
credits at UM for graduation.
The current bulletin requires 
students to earn at least 35 of the 
last 45 credits at UM for gradua­
tion.
The reasoning for changing the 
regulation to allow the transfer of 
15 instead of 10 of the last 45 
credits, is that the bulletin would 
be consistent with residency re­






to New York ACT NOW!
Purchase Ticket by Wednesday, Nov. 26 
Flight Leaves Dec. 20 
Meet at the U.C. at 7:00 A.M. for Baggage 
Check and Bus Departure to the Airport J f
push funding requests
tell their representatives that “this 
business of higher education is 
important,” she said.
"We (administrators, faculty and 
students) can go to the Capitol 
from now until doomsday and we 




Nearly 60 percent of the nation's 
law school instructors received 
their legal education from a select 
club of 20 law schools, according 
to a new study by the American Bar 
Foundation.
Donna Fossum, the attorney and 
social scientist who conducted the 
study, reports that a majority of the 
professors and deans at the ap­
proximately 160 accredited law 
schools went to school at one of 
the following institutions: Harvard, 
Yale, Columbia, Michigan, 
Chicago, N.Y.U., Georgetown, 
Texas, Virginia, Berkeley, Penn­
s y lv a n ia , W is c o n s in ,
Northwestern, Stanford, Iowa, 
Illinois, Minnesota, Cornell, Duke 
and George Washington.
In fact, she reports, almost 14 
percent of all law teachers receiv­
ed their basic law degree from 
Harvard.
But Fossum wonders if the 
oligopoly of law school teacher 
production by these 20 elite 
schools may not be dangerous.
“ Is it wise that the power to 
produce the legal profession's 
‘gatekeepers’ rests so completely 
in the hands of a few elite law 
schools?” she asks.
One effect, she concludes, is 
that “people interested in becom­
ing law teachers must accomodate 
themselves to this elitist process."
Moreover, she warns, the 
d o m in a tio n  n a rro w s  the  
educational and legalistic out­
looks of the nation's law schools. 
With law school teachers so alike 
in their educational credentials 
and early career experiences, it 
may be even harder to reach 
d ive rs ity  among the next 
generation’s lawyers.
“ In short, these law schools 
apparently have so dominated the 
field of law teacher production 
over the years that even the arrival 
of women and minority law 
teachers has not injected diversity 
into the group,” Fossum adds.
powerful message is from the 
people who don’t go to the univer­
sity, who don’t work there,” Sheriff 
said.
What we will be trying to do, she 
said, is "show what two different 
universities with vastly different 
curricula can mean to this very 
large state.”
Around -Hie country 
^ast food outlet’s are 
-taking txer-'/J 
We’re slow -The best 
takes a little  lo ng e r...
00W3D3 zas&izra
Crisp flour tortilla with beans and cheese, you choice of 
beef, pork or chicken, topped with mounds of shredded 
lettuce, avocado, tomatoes and olives.










• Trout Fishing in America
B. Dalton Bookseller Southgate Man
"b a s k e t b a l l  Rosters
Are Now Being Accepted 
on a First Come, First 
Serve Basis. Winter 
Quarter Play. A Limited 
Number of Teams . . .
Also, Basketball Refs needed — 
$3.50 a game — Apply at WC 109
AUTOGRAPHING
After Tonight’s 






CENTER Bookstore243-4921 8-5:30 Mon.-Frl. “For the University friends, students, faculty end staff."
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The amount of money the un­
iversity system receives to operate 
its fee waiver program may be 
more than it needs, and the whole 
program is now under scrutiny.
“THE BEST GROUP PORTRAIT YET OF THE 
'60 GENERATION AS THEY ARE TODAY.”
—JOE STAATS, CRYSTAL THEATRE 
"NOT UNLIKE BEING INVITED INTO A CLOSE CIRCLE OF 
FRIENDS AND THEN GETTING TO KNOW THEM AND GAINING 
THEIR ACCEPTANCE. IT’S A SOLID, HEART-DEEP FEELING, AND 
A RARE GIFT FROM A MODERN MOVIE." — k e v in  m il l e r ,
MISSOULIAN
“ABOUT AS SWEET AND ENGAGING A fTIOVIE AS 
ANYONE COULD mAKE”
A fTIOVIE ABOUT UM AND CHANGES TIN YEAtS LPTEt. .
1 H E  R E T U R N  © IF  T O E
IC C A i C i S
WRTTTIN AND DIRECTED BY JOHN SAYIES
SPECIAL RETURN ENGAGEMENT!
T j u f i t s L j m o
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
STARTS TONIGHT! 
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
Fee waivers In the university 
system total $1.5 million. That 
figure is $1 million more than has 
been authorized by law, according 
to Lynda Johns, a member of a 
committee studying the fee waiver 
program and assistant director of 
the Financial Aids Office at the 
University of Montana.
The committee is studying 
possible changes in the program 
which may involve the elimination 
of certain fee waiver categories. 
The committee, composed of one 
representative from each of the 
university units, will make its 
recommendations to Com­
missioner of Higher Education 
John Richardson early next year.
Drastic changes in the program 
are unlikely however, according to 
Johns.
“Any significant departure from 
the status quo (of the fee waiver 
program) would be detrimental to 
certain programs in the university 
system,” Johns said.
Currently, each unit determines 
its own qualifying categories 
within a general framework that 
students must comply with.
Waivers are granted by the 
state’s colleges and universities to 
students oh the. basis of 
scholarship, service to the school 
(such as teaching assistantships 
or athletics) or on the basis of 
need.
Last year, about 900 students 
received fee waivers at UM. A 
portion of tuition and incidental 
fees can be fully or partially waived 
for both in-state and out-of-state 
students who qualify.
Students who qualify for fee 
waivers include graduate research 
and teaching assistants, athletes, 
National Merit and high school
may face reduction
Honors Scholarship recipients and 
faculty and staff.
A 1972 state statute authorized 
each university or college to grant 
fee waivers for two percent of its 
full-time enrolled students.
However the Board of Regents 
authorized the schools to grant 
waivers up to six percent of their 
student population. Waivers are 
then received by slightly more than 
one out of every ten students in the 
university system.
Currently two conflicting 
statutes exist concerning fee 
waivers.
The first is a 1972 statute which 
specifies that the units in the 
university system may grant fee 
waivers to two percent of its full­
time students who qualify in a 
number of categories.
The statute Identifies six waiver 
categories. They are:
•  Native American students.
• honorab ly  d ischarged  
veterans from Montana who do not 
qualify for any other federal funds.
• war orphans.
•  dependents of prisoners of 
war.
•  senior citizens.
•  students from custodial in­
stitutions such as the Mountain 
View School for Girls in Helena.
The other statute states that the 
Board of Regents has ultimate 
authority over university system 
operations, contradicting the legal 
definitions regarding fee waiver 
guidelines. The Regents' policy on 
waivers does in fact include the six 
legal categories, plus nine more.
Johns said she believes the 
conflicting statutes are the cause 
of the problem.
A possible remedy would be to
eliminate some of the unused 
categories authorized by law, such 
as waivers for war orphans and 
dependents of prisoners of war.
Many of the categories authoriz­
ed by the 1972 statute for fee 
waivers — especially for Native 
Americans — pre-dajed federal 
grants that now fund those 
students, Richardson said.
To keep the waiver program at 
its present level of operation would 
require funds from another state 
source, Johns said. But this would 
only be "robbing Peter to pay 
Paul,” she said.
The committee is currently “just 
tossing ideas around now” on 
ways to change the program, 
Johns said, but it is “totally un­
realistic" to consider eliminating 
fee waivers, she said.
Some of the programs that 
would suffer most would be the 
teaching assistantships and the 
athletic programs, she said. Both 
rely on student fee waivers to 
'sustain the programs and to attract 
students.
Richardson said another aspect 
of the study will cover fee waiver 
practices in other states. Most 
colleges and universities do not 
offer fee waivers to their students, 
he said.
However, most schools offer 
comparable financial aid through 
scholarships, he said. For exam­
ple, Oregon does not grant fee 
waivers to its student athletics, but 
because its schools are in the Pac- 
10 conference they receive large 
revenues from bowl football 
games, he said. That is not an 
option for Montana, he said.
Richardson said he hopes the 
study can be completed early next 
year.
Chevy Chase Goldie Hawn Charles Grodin
S eem s L k e Old T m es
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A  RAY STARK Production CHEVY CHASE G0LDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN 
IN “NEIL SIMON S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES” A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME 
Music by MARVIN HAMLISCH Executive Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN 
Director of Photography DAVID M. WALSH W ritten by NEIL SIMON rtomRASTAR 
Produced by RAY STARK Directed by JAY SANDRICH *'•••«».«•* ~°u>—«* •< cohuaM*
P G  PAREHTAL GUIDANCE SD66ESTED-aF
SOME UTIIUI BIT MI BE SUITABLE F0» OK Ml I  I
Coming This Christm as
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Neil Simon's
NOW! NIGHTLY AT 7:00 & 9:00
IN WAR,
YOU HAVE 
TO KILL TO 
STAY ALIVE... \ 
ON THE
STREETS OF ' 
NEW YORK, 
ITS OFTEN 
f  HE SAME.
ROXY •  718 S. Higgins • 543-7341
EXTER M INA TO R
...the man they pushed too far.
MARK BUNTZMAN presents 
A film written and directed by JAMES GLICKENHAUS 
starring CHRISTOPHER GEORGE • SAMANTHA EGGAR 
and ROBERT GINTY as THE EXTERMINATOR 
Edited by CORKY O’HARA Original music composed and conducted by JOE RENZETTI 
Guest performance by STAN GETZ Songs by THE TRAMMPS® and ROGER BOWLING 
Director of photography ROBERT M. BALDWIN Read the I MANOR paperback original
□□jnowwimq ' PANAV1SJ0N 5 Cg*» 2̂7AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release l-p  mrnnmrm 5  





The gradual trend toward 
easing federal penalties for 
marijuana possession was 
probably stopped and even 
reversed by the November 4 
Republican landslide, accor­
ding to Gordon Brownell, 
executive director of the 
National Organization for 
the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws (NORML).
Brownell, in an interview 
with Zodiac News Service, 
says the victories of Ronald 
Reagan and conservatives in 
the House and Senate have 
given federal decriminaliza­
tion laws a “zero chance” of 
approval during the next four 
years.
For proof he points to Sen. 
Strom Thurmond (R-SC), 
who will become chairman of 
the Senate Judiciary Com­
mittee.
rules to be consideredAir quality
HELENA (AP) — A largely 
conservative membership has 
been appointed to a bipartisan 
special subcommittee, which is to 
make recommendations to the 
1981 Legislature on the state’s air 
quality rules.
The committee will hold its first 
meeting tomorrow at the State 
Capitol, Room 139, beginning at 2 
p.m.
Named by the Legislative Coun­
cil to the new Select Subcom­
mittee on Economic Problems 
were: Sens. Steve Brown, D- 
Helena; Harold Dover, R- 
Lewistown; Pat Goodover, R- 
Great Falls, and Carroll Graham, 
D-Lodge Grass and Reps. Gene 
Donaldson, R-Helena; Dan Kem- 
mis, D-Missoula; Chris Stobie, R- 
Thompson Falls; and Joe Quilici, 
D-Butte.
Goodover, Stobie and Quilici 
represent districts where air quali­
ty restrictions have been applied 
against industry. Dover, Graham 
and Donaldson have previously 
taken skeptical views on govern­
ment control of industry.
On the Other.side are Brown, the 
former state Health Department 
lawyer responsible for the initia­
tion of efforts to write more 
stringent, enforceable air pollution 
rules, and Kemmis, another
lawyer, and member of the state 
Environmental Quality Council 
who has defended the present 
rules.
The Legislative Council adopted 
a resolution several days ago 
citing the recent closures of 
Anaconda Copper Co. processing 
plants in Montana as evidence of a 
need for a detailed look at the air 
quality rules and other factors 
affecting the state's industrial 
economy.
In addition to its task of 
evaluating how the state rules 
relating to fluoride, sulfur dioxide 
and particulate pollution compare 
with federal and other states’ air 
quality regulations, the subcom­
mittee was told to answer two 
additional questions:
• What economic benefits are 
available fo r workers and 
businessmen displaced by plant 
closures either as a direct result of 
the closures or due to secondary 
effects of the closures?
•  What sorts of comprehensive 
economic development plans do 
other states have and what are the 
basic legislative elements of those 
plans?
That last question may fit in with 
what Gov. Thomas Judge says will 
be his last major legislative cam­
paign before leaving office.
Judge said in a recent interview 
that creation of a full-scale 
economic development agency in 
state government— the first major 
drive of his political career as a 
young state legislator — will also 
be his last major effort.
Judge said he will propose 
turning the present Department of 
Community Affairs exclusively 
into an economic development 
agency, transferring its human 
services functions elsewhere.
The new legislative subcom­
mittee was also given broad ad­
ditional authority to “propose to 
the Legislative Council other 
issues it believes should be ex­
plored,” but it must receive council 





predictions that the 1970s would 
produce a severe decline in the 
stability of Catholic colleges and 
universities, a recently-released 
report indicates enrollment at 
those schools during the past 
decade increased by 19 percent.
The report, conducted jointly by 
the Association of Catholic 
Colleges and Universities and the 
National Institute of Independent 
Colleges and Universities, shows 
that enrollment between 1970 and 
1978 jumped from 450,000 to 
535,000 students.
The unanticipated leap takes 
into account the fact that 22 of the 
250 Catholic higher education 
institutions closed down during 
that period.
“ It has been reasonably assum­
ed that Catholic colleges and 
universities are subject to the same 
pressures that worry all the in­
dependent sector in higher educa­
tion,” the report said, “such as the 
long-anticipated effects of 
declines in birth rates, the ever-
widening gap between the prices 
of attendance at public and private 
institutions and the declining in­
terest in traditional liberal arts 
curricula in favor of more directly 
career-oriented programs."
But the report adds that the 
impressive record of the 1970s, 
coupled with enrollment projec­
tions, makes it probable that 
"Catholic higher education ought 
to be able to face the eighties with 
as much confidence as any seg­
ment of independent higher 
education.”
Still, the outlook is not com­
pletely bright. One statistic from 
the report shows that students at 
Catholic colleges become in­
creasingly more dependent on 
student financial aid during the 
1970s. Eighty-five percent of the 
students needed some kind of 
financial assistance.
In addition, nearly half of the 
Catholic school undergraduates in 
the 1970s came from families with 
incomes of between $12,000 and 
$24,000 and 15 percent from 
families with incomes below $6,- 
000.
WANTED: TUTORS
A tutoring program for UM students is being put together in 
the C enter for Student Development. Funds provided by 
ASUM and the University Center will be used to partially 
defray the cost of tutoring sessions for students who need 
them.
We are seeking tutors with the following qualifications:
• Sophomore status or above.
• Overall G.P.A. of 2.5.
• 3.0 average in course(s) you would like to tutor.
• Ability to obtain departmental approval as a tutor in the 
course(s) to be tutored.
Rates will be $3.75 per hour for tutors who are sophomores 
& juniors, $4.05 for tutors who are seniors &  graduate 
students. Interested students should pick up tutor application 
forms in Center for Student Development & return by 
Tuesday, Nov. 25. Prospective tutors may address questions 
concerning the program to Maggie Doolen in CSD 243-4711.
an evening with
RICHARD BRAUTIGAN





Tonight, 8 p.m. 
UC Ballroom 
Free to the Public
“He is surely one of the most 
original writers of our time; at his 
best, and when he wants to  be , he 
is also among the funniest. I 
believe that at least two or three 
of his books will have, as they say, 




(Writers for the 
Seventies Series)
WILMA I
131 S. Higgins • 543-7341
Now! Moved Back to 
The Showplace of Montana!
NIGHTLY AT 7:30 & 9:20 Saturday and Sunday Bargain Matinaaa at 2:00 Only ($2.50 and $1.50)
H E A R T L A N D
PRESENTED BY THE MATtORAJ. ENDOWMENT FOR TM« HUMANITIES
r i p  i P c o r c h a t a  nuutau.
BARRY PRIMUS LILIA SKALA MIOAN FOLSOM
Screenplay by Beth Ferris 
... ...i lb w a ttA fif li j l
Directed by Richard Pearce
Ani
IIPILMHA
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Don’t Get Mailed!
We’re a locally-owned, community- 
concerned, independent bookstore. 
Tokyo-Montana Express .................*985
10% off Brautigan’s New Book
Next Whole Earth Catalog ...........*1250
New &  Improved
All Montana C atalog........................ *995
For Conscientious Consumers
Last Stand on Rosebud Ck...............*595












California colleges feel budget cuts
Cottage Press Sertvce
Even as tax-cut advocates 
across the nation tried to convince 
voters that their ballot measures 
would not adversely affect 
colleges, California educators 
were steeling themselves against 
the long-delayed but potentially- 
devastating effects of Proposition 
13, the original “tax revolt" 
measure that spawned nine im­
itators on November 4.
Many of the worst effects of 
Proposition 13—the June 1978 
ballot measure that cut Califor­
nians’ property taxes by 50 percent 
and thus cut the amont of money 
available for education and other 
civic services—are just now begin­
ning to be felt on campuses, 
administrators say.
The effects had been forestalled
FAST FOR A
WORLD HARVEST EVENTS 
Thursday, Nov. 20
NOON FORUM ON HUNGER: Prof. Peter Koehn, Patrick 
Todd, Kim Williams, U.C. Malt, 12 noon.
3-5 P.M. Montana Whole Food Alliance meets with 
Joseph Collins, 532 University.
5-6 P.M. Autograph Party with Joseph Collins, Freddy's 
Feed and Read, 1221 Helen.
8 P.M. THE TRUTH ABOUT WORLD HUNGER AND 
WHAT WE CAN DO. Address by Joseph 
Collins* Food First and Aid As Obstacle 
author. Social Science Building, Rm. 356 
’This address Is funded in part by a grant from the Montana 
Committee for the Humanities, an affiliate of the National 
Endowment for the Humanities.







3306 Brooks, Missoula 728*5650
by a huge Marshall Plan-like 
program of paying for education 
out of funds from the state's large 
budget surplus. The surplus, 
however, is nearly depleted, and 
education programs have no other 
means of support.
Officials figure the real belt 
tightening will come during the 
1981-82 academic year. Com­
munity colleges in particular are 
busily outlining their priorities to 
determine which programs will go.
Arthur Ellish, dean of instruction 
at Fresno City College, says a 
fundamental re-examination of the 
college's programs has been 
proceeding ever since it was told 
that no more bail-out funds would 
be available.
“No doubt in my mind that there 
will be a reduction in programs 
here,” he says. “We are going 
through a traumatic course 
evaluation procedure to put 
everything into a priority matter.” 
From that list of priorities, the 
administration will choose which 
programs to kill, depending on 
what funds are given to it.
“The only reason we're still here 
is because of the state. That’s why 
our doors are still open,” says 
Ellish, “and that's why we have a 
future.”
The new wave of anxiety, Ellish 
recalls, was started by a report 
form Gerald Hayward, chancellor 
of California’s Community College 
System. The report says that 
without bail-out funds, state com­
munity college budgets will only 
increase by the same percentage 
state income rises. Hayward says 
various estimates show the state’s 
revenue will go up by two percent 
at the most, while the inflation rate 
alone is expected to be eight 
percent.
“ It's a'pretty gloomy forecast,” 
the chancellor admits. “The ques­
tion is whether the state will 
somehow re-order its priorities, or 
whether it will allow many colleges 
to cut back severely.”
Before that decision can be 
made, though, it seems the state 
must first confess there will indeed 
be no more bail-out funds 
available for these schools. Lonnie 
Mathis, a budget analyst for the 
governor's office in Sacramento, 
claims, “No decisions whatsoever 
have been made as to the 
availability of bail-out funds as well 
as future state allocations to 
higher education."
He said those were political 
decisions which would be made by 
the end of the year.
Upon hearing that news, 
Hayward laughed and said it is 
“absolutely false.” He repeated 
that a host of unrelated estimates 
show the su/plus has been almost 
completely depleted.
"Everybody knows that the 
money just isn’t there. We had 
better prepare for it before it’s too 
late,” he said.
Though community colleges will 
be the hardest hit, the prestigious 
University of California system will
hardly remain unscathed. Already 
the crunch has forced the system 
to refuse pay raises for faculty and 
has delayed much-needed 
maintenance work, according to 
Vice Chancellor Tom Jenkins.
Jenkins says it is too early to 
speak of definite, specific cuts, but 
did suggest that research 
programs across the state could be 
the first hurt by a slash in state 
allocations.
“You obviously can't do the 
same thing with less funds. And 
with enrollment up, we'd probably 
have to put more of our money into 
regular classes,” he said.
But at some community 
colleges, cutting research funds is 
the least worry. Ellish projects full­
time professors will have to be 
fired and sparsely-populated 
classes eliminated before the next 
academic year. He says it may get 
so drastic that tuition would be 
imposed for the first time.
“Eventually, we could get tuition 
here. We now have the only tuition- 
free community college system in 
the nation, but unless we get more 
help from the. state, that won't be 
true much longer," Ellish said.
Sam Schawerman, vice presi­
dent of the El Camino Community 
College System, agrees that tui­
tion may not be avoidable. He 
claims that would have devastating 
consequences for those seeking 
higher education in California.
“So many students will not be 
able to go to school," Schawerman 
says, “ if it is not free. Some people 
say that without paying any money 
students feel it's easier to just drop 
out of school at any time, and with 
tuition they'd feel the obligation to 
stay. I say that at least they tried to 
make it in school, and with tuition 





CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Har­
vard University, in an effort to 
preserve traditional academic 
values, will not buy shares in a new 
commercial venture involving 
genetic engineering, says Presi­
dent Derek Bok.
Bok said yesterday he still hoped 
to find a way for Harvard to make 
profits in business without com­
promising its values. The school 
has an endowment of $1.6 billion, 
the largest in American higher 
education.
Under a proposal Bok presented 
Oct. 21 to the faculty, Harvard 
would have become a 10- to 15- 
percent stockholder in a company 
that would develop for commercial 
use discoveries made by Mark 
Ptashne, a Harvard biochemistry 
professor, in the field of recombi­
nant DNA.
CHICKEN NIGHT _ _  
AT THE SHACK fff 
$3.00
At its finest, three pieces of absolutely 
freshly prepared chicken-in-the ruff 
served with real mashed potatoes and 
chicken gravy, vegetables that are usually 
a fresh sauted mixture, and a wholewheat 
dinner roll and butter.
223 W. FRONT 549-9903
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DOONESBURY
AND SO I  MOULD LIKE 
TO FORMALLY ANNOUNCE MY 
AMILABIUT/ FOR. THE POST 
OF SECRELAHY OF STATE.
UNTIL SUCH TIME AS I  AM 
Ab ie  to negotiate the terms 
OF M l AFPTXNTMENT.YOU MAY 
REFR TORCAS'EXCEUBCY- 
TO-BE" AND KNEEL ON ONE 
INSTEAD OF W O! 
HA,HA.HA!HA,HA!
by Garry Trudeau
tUHATISTHIS? T  
VWSHTTHE PRESS MOST OF 





LOST BLUE Checkbook, Room 204 l .A. Please
return! Call 728-3673.___________________ 25-1
FOUND: A woman's wristwatch. Please identify. Call 
243-2794. 25-1
LOST: SET of keys (approx. 8 on key ring) in LA 
Bldg. If found please contact Dept, of Education, 
243-4911. 25-1
personals
ROUND-UP MAN, been bothering the cats or 
teachers lately? Called the D.L. sheriff and the 
posse is coming soon (with my $100). When you 
get out I'll treat you to lobster-steak dinner. 25-1 
CHUCK—WHY is the Wicker Whacking the wall at 
upper Eddy? Could it be the RH Factor? 25-1
MARY What the Hell is That 25-1
help wanted
NUDE MODELS for experimental, unpublished 
photographs. Chaperone provided. 549-5382.
_________________  25-1
ASUM PROGRAMMING is accepting applications 
for position as house manager until Friday at 5
p m. Apply U.C. 104.____________________ 24-4
CRUISES CLUB MEDITERRANEAN, SAILING, 
EXPEDITIONS! Needed: Sports Instructor, Office 
Personnel. Counselors, Europe, Caribbean, 
Worldwide! Rummer oareer. Send $5.95 & $1 
handling for application, openings. GUIDE to 




FOR POSITION AS 
HOUSE MANAGER. 
APPLY TO / ASUM 
PROGRAMMING UC 
104
ADDRESS AND stuff envelopes at home. Any age or 
location. Eamings unlimited. See ad under 
Business Opportunities. Triple ‘‘S'’. 23-6
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year ’round. Europe, 
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200 
monthly. Sightseeing. Free info, write I.J.C., Box 
52-MT2 Corona Del Mar. Calif. 92675. 22-16
services
PROFESSIONAL TYPING service. Phone 251-4125 
after 5 p.m. Campus pick-up and delivery. Berta 
Plane. , 24-7
business opportunities
ADDRESS AND stuff envelopes at home. Earnings 
unlimited offer. Send $1.00, Refundable, to: Triple 
“S", 16243-75 Cajon, Hesperia, CA 92345. 23-6
SNOW REPORT: 3 ft. at Grand Targhee Opening 
^Todayl! Sign up for UM Skiing Thanksgiving 
Break trip to Targhee. Only 4 spots left. Get down 
to W.C. 109 QUICK Before it’s too late!! Ski the 
Powderl 25-1
DROP-IN to the Western Montana Teacher Center 
for resources and help. 721-1620,818 Burlington.
'__________________________________ 25-5
TROUT FISHING* in the Ballroom tonight. Author 
Richard Brautigan, 8 p.m., U.C. Ballroom. Free!
_______________________  25-1
ARE YOU what you eat? Dr. Sheffrin, master 
herbalist and naturopathic physician, presents 
first talk in 5-part series tonight, 8:00, at Unity 
Center, 6th and Catlin. “Food composition and
breast feeding." You are welcome.________ 25-1
THE BEAUTIFUL BLUE DANUBE and more can be 
yours if you participate in U of M's SPRING 
QUARTER IN VIENNA. Earn 15 credits while 
reveling in the historical and cultural traditions of 
Europe. Five Quarters of German required. 
Informational and organizational meeting on 
Tuesday. Nov. 18, 7 p.m., LA 336; or contact Dr. 
Robert Acker, SS 210, 243-4538. 24-2
AUTOGRAPH PARTY. Joseph Collins FOOD FIRST 
author. Thurs.. 5 p.m. Freddy's Feed and Read,
1221 Helen.___________________________ 24-2
THE TRUTH About World Hunger, Joseph Collins, 
Thursday, 8 p.m., Social Science No. 356. ’ 24-2 
FAST THURS.. Noon Forum. U.C. Mall. 24-2 
LOOKING FOR someone to bicycle tour through 
Europe next summer. If interested call Madeline,
543-8803._____________________________ 24-4
TICKETS NOW on sale in U.C. Bookstore. The 
David Grisman Quintet, Dec. 3, 8 p.m., U.C. 
Ballroom. $6.00 students. 24-4
TICKETS NOW on sale in U.C. Bookstore for John 
Lee Hooker, Dec. 7, 8 p.m., U.C. Ballroom. $6.00 
students. 24-4
TONIGHT! Author Richard Brautigan, U.C.
Ballroom, 8 p.m. Free! 24-2
TONIGHT! CHARLES Rosen. 8 p.m., Univ. Theatre.
Tickets $5.50/students.______________ 24-1
PERFORMING ARTS presents Charles Rosen, 
concernt pianist. Nov. 25, 8 p.m. Univ. Theatre. 
Tickets $5.50/students. 23-5
WAITING FOR YOU, 44 children who.need a special 
friend. Show you care, include them in your life. 
Call Big Brothers and Sisters today at 721-2380 or 
contact Campus Rep. Debbie, 4097. 22-6
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS and dormitories . . .  If 
you are planning a function, call Mike at the Good 
Music Agency for the best bands 'available. 
Featuring the Bop-A-Dips. Straitlace, The Boogie 
Brothers, The Time, and many more. Call 728-
5520._______________  18-10
PREGNANT AND need help? Call Birthright, 549- 
0406. Free. Confidential. 12-26
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private confidential 
listening, Student Walk-in, Student Health Service 
Building, southeast entrance, weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 
p.m.; weeknights, 8-11:30 p.m.; Friday and 
Saturday nights. 8 p.m.-midnight; Sunday from 8-
11:30 p.m.____________________________ 16-22
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS— Call Marie 
at 728-3820. 728-3845, 251-2513 or Mimi at 549- 
7317. 4-33
typing





DANCE CLASSES. Elenita Brown. Experienced 
teacher. Ballet/Character, Modem, Primitive. 
Jazz, Spanish/Flamenco and Pre-dance for small 
children. Missoula Tues. and Thurs., 1-777-5956.
1-37
real estate
IBM THESIS TYPING/EDITING. 549-8074. 22-16
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Will do editing. 85c per 
page. Convenient, references. 721-5928. 20-18
PROFESSIONAL IBM typing by appointment. Lynn,
549-8074. Thesis specialist/editor.________12-26
TYPING, call after 4:30 p.m. 728-7799.
THESIS TYPING SERVICE — 549-7958.
STICK IT on your bumped (1) Impeach Reagan, (2) 
Ronald F-kin (spelled out) Ray-gun, (3) Reagan- 
Fascist Gun in the West, (4) First Nixxon . . .  Now 
Ray-Gun! Highest quality vinyl, water/nuke proof, 
3-In. x 12-in. 4-year guarantee. $1.50 each, 4 for 
$5.25.10 for $12.00,25 for $75.00. MasterCharge, 
Visa, Money order. Shipped immediately; 
personal checks, 4 weeks. Trader Rice’s, Dept. 
114, Box 15684, Salt Lake bity, UT 84115. 25-4
USED, RECONDITIONED electric typewriters 
starting at $100.00. POE'S REPAIR, 333 S.W.
Higgins. 728-3022.____________  24-4
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TI-59. fully programmable 
calculator with three solid-state modules and 
other accessories. Also, Hewlett-Packard Game 
Pac and five solution pacs for HP-67/HP-97. 728-
4918._________________________________ 24-4
FIREWOOD $50/cord — pine. $75/cord — larch/fir.
Split, delivered, stacked. Call 549-9712. 24-4
APPLAUSE guitar & softcase for sale — excellent 
cond. Sunburst color. $150, 728-8753 evenings, 
'Greg. 24-4
ACOUSTIC IV House Speakers. Only one year old, 
$250 or best offer. Call 721-5099. ' 23-4
MARANTZ 1030 Integrated amp., 15 watts/channel. 
Exc. condition. $50. Smaller Advent speakers,
$125 pair. 1-244-5548, Potomac. _______22-3
DOLPHIN SPORTSWEAR clearance of all summer 
stock. Running shorts, tops, and swimwear. 
Comfortable, easy care, and durable. Good 
selection in most sizes. Call 258-6068 for 
appointment. Keep trying. Bargain Prices! 19-6
SPACIOUS 1-BDRM. nicely fum. apt., quiet, all util, 
paid, $240/mon. Alpha East Apts., next to 
Rattlesnake Creek at Greenough Park. 10 min. 
walk to U. 721-3626 after 4 p.m. 25-4
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS — $90-$ 140 includes 
all utilities. See manager No 36, 6 p.m.-9 p.m., 
Mon.-Fri. Montagne Apts., 107 S. 3rd West. 22-10
ROOMMATE TO share apartment — on bus route— 
$110.00 plus utilities, 728-5293 or 728-5610, Lin.
_______________________________  25-3
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $100/month 
including utilities. Washer/dryer. 549-3478. 24-4
FLATHEAD LAKE home on lake frontage. Prime 
investment. Call Lane Coulston ERA Staninger
Assoc. 721-1874._______________________19-5
MONEY DOWN THE DRAIN? Look into owning 
property, ask about co-investors. Duplex and 




IFC, 7 p.m., UC 114.
Central Board. 7 o.m., UC Montana Rooms 361 B, 
C, D and E.
Outgoing National Student Exchange, 7 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms 360 I and J.
Overeaters Anonymous, 7 p.m., 2nd Floor, Main 
Hall.
Gore-Tex Coop, 7 p.m., UC 164.
Lectures
Brown Bag Lecture: “Self-Help Health Exams,” 
noon, UC Montana Rooms 360 I and J.
Richard Brautigan, 8 p.m., UC Ballroom. 
Workshops
Counselor Workshop, 1:30 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 361 C, D and E.
Watercolor Workshop, 7 p.m., 818 Burlington Ave. 
B101, $5.
Performance
“The Birthday Party," 8 p.m., Great Western Stage, 
presented by the UM drama department, $3 
students, $4 general.
Miscellaneous
Table in UC Mall: Physical Therapy Bake Sale. 
Table in UC Mall: Volleyball Team.
Guidance and Counseling Graduation Associa­
tion, noon, UC Montana Room 360 G.
ORC Presentation: “Cross-Country Skiing," 8 
p.m., UC Lounge.
Reception: Richard Brautigan, 9:30 p.m., UC 
Montana Room 360 A.
Life's like an inn where traveler s 
stay, Some only breakfast and then 
away; Others to dinner stop, and 
are full fed; The oldest only sup 
and go to bed.
—Epitaph on tomb in Silkstone, 











9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 
110 Alder
Attention Students—
Are you paying too m uch  
for AUTO INSURANCE?
S e e  M e . . .
G ARY V O V ES
a t
Cham bers and A ssociates
I could save you m oney— 
PH O N E 7 2 8 -9 3 2 0 I
WINTER QUARTER LEAGUES
•  POOL — 8 BALL
4 TO A TEAM—$20 A TEAM
• BOWLING
4 TO A TEAM—$42 A TEAM
(ROSTERS DUE DEC. 12
U.C. Recreation Center
P H O r O a R A F T U C  W I Z A R D
Ham m ond Arcade 549-2941
New  Hours: 10-6 M on.-Fri.; S aturday By Appointm ent O nly





Stomp and awing to (ha tunaful 
likaa of Waylon Jannlngs, Willie 
Nalaon, Kenny Rogers and 
Dolly Parton.
VS PRICE LADIES’ 
DRINKS 
7 P.M .-ll P.M.
In The Lounge of the
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ABSUPP. PON RUN. TEAKS, 
X  OtPECTEP THE MOST SAVAGE 
BOM BN&N H tSIBtfTO KEEP  
W  SOUTHEAST ASIA PNOM EON6  
COMMUNIST.
ATHENS  
G reek F o o d  
R estau  rant 
HOME O F TH E  
GREEK GYROS 
starting from $ 1.45 
H o t in  o r  ta k e  o u t  
o p e n  M o n  s ; i i .  1 t o  
2 0 2 1 S o .  A v t\  5 4 <)-1 8 3 1
Wine and Cheese Nite 7-9 
Free P W  Wine 2 for
Cheese price of 1
t u  e / t i z o u s s a
m  2200 STEPHENS AVENUE M M W HB g q i> <► 4> •JP <«• ’» J
Non-game. .
Cont. from p. 1
ranchers, Helie said, because 
some of them are harmful but 
cannot be controlled since they 
are protected by the endangered* 
species act.
But panelist Bill Thomas, infor­
mation officer for the Montana 
Department of Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks (FWP), disagreed. He said 
finding out more about animals 
will actually help to keep them off 
the endangered-species list.
“One of the quickest ways for an 
animal to get on an endangered- 
species list is for the federal 
government to call and find out 
that the state doesn’t know 
anything about it,” Thomas said.
He said some examples are river 
otters, bobcats and lynxes. The 
federal government found out that 
the FWP knew little about these 
animals and' is trying to take over 
management of them, he said.
“Right now we have our backs 
against the wall defending Mon­
tana's right to manage” the 
animals, and “we don’t have ade­
quate information,” Thomas said.
Thomas said M ontana ’s 
Legislature has given FWP the 
responsibility to manage most 
game and non-game animals but 
"since 1973 there hasn't been any 
funding."
The FWP has attempted to fund 
non-game programs by selling $5 
certificates “that entitle you to 
nothing," except maybe the 
pleasure of knowing you have 
supported the animals, Thomas 
said. “Last year we sold 120 of
Dress code. .
Cont. from p. 1
about the dress code and that they 
plan to take the case to the next 
bargaining session.
She said the restriction of blue 
jeans was “not enforceable 
because it’s undefinabie.”
“Jeans are fashionable,” she 
said.
Another employee, Irene Peter­
son, said she disliked the code and 
has told Royan so. She said Royan 
told her he would not change his 
mind until MPEA brought the 
matter before the bargaining table.
Meiers would not comment 
about the possible consequences 
faced by employees who wore 
jeans during the interim between 
Royan’s order and the bargaining 
session.
She said that under the union 
contract guidelines, violators of 
the verbal order could not be fired 
im m edia te ly. They cou ld , 
however, receive a “red letter of 
warning,’’ which would go into 
their personal files, she said.
those, for a total of $600. That’s not 
funding the responsibility that was 
given us by the Legislature,” he 
said.
Another panelist, Les Pengelly, a 
University of Montana wildlife 
biologist, noted that the FWP has 
also sometimes used funds from 
hunting-license sales to finance 
non-game research. But he said 
FWP is critically short of funds and 
added “funding is a critical issue."
The non-game bill considered in 
the last legislative session — which 
Audubon members plan to try to 
resurrect — would have funded 
non-game programs by a volun­
tary tax check-off. Under this plan, 
taxpayers wishing to donate to the 
fund could do so when they paid 
taxes.
"If you’re going to have a tax, I 
guess that’s the ideal thing — a 
voluntary one," Pengelly said.
Helie disagreed. “ It sounds all 
right, but where does it stop?” he 
asked, and suggested that next 
year somebody might want a 
special tax check-off for pheasant 
counts, or for buying hay for deer 
and elk. And then "here comes the 
cancer fund, the heart fund . . .  it 
opens up a precedent.”
But Audubon member Woody 
Baxter, another panelist, said he 
had surveyed six of the seven 
states that now use a tax check-off 
to fund non-game programs, and 
none of them had reported check­
offs being sought for other pur­
poses. '
Two of the panelists had advice 
for supporters for non-game 
le g is la tio n . Rancher Land 
Lindberg of Greenough said sup­
porters must get together with 
farmers, since farmers own most of
the lands non-game species live 
on.
“ I just can’t believe that some of 
us hard-nosed ranchers can’t get 
together with some of you raving 
environmentalists and work things 
out,” he said.
Howard Ellis, a former legislator 
who was elected to the Montana 
Public Service Commission this 
month, said supporters should 
work with the fish and wildlife 
committees of the Legislature to 
"do it from the inside out and see 
that it’s built into the FWP where it 
belongs."
Frederick Bell, a member of the 
Ravalli County Fish and Wildlife 
Commission who said he has 
specialized in non-game studies 
for 47 years, said ranchers need to 
recognize the good things done by 
animals they consider unimpor­
tant or even harmful. He said 
ranchers have often eliminated 
wolves and coyotes only to find 
their land over-run by rabbits; have 
killed the rabbits — and some birds 
along with them — with poisons, 
and have then been forced to use 
more poisons to kill insects the 
birds would have eaten.
Thomas, the FWP information 
officer, noted that predators are 
controlled by the state’s Livestock 
Control Board. While that body 
can pass regulations, he said, the 
FWP could not pass regulations 
concerning non-game species. He 
said the FWP wants mostly to 
study the species and to educate 
the public about them, although he 
added that enforcement of existing 
regulations is also a priority. But 
the FWP disapproves of spending 
money intended for game 
management on non-game 
species, he said.
Joseph Collins
The Truth About World 
Hunger & What We Can Do
—  Thursday, Nov. 20 —
—  8:00 p.m. Social Science 356 —











Book &  Grocery 
Store
1221 Helen
STEIN  CLUB  
NIGHT
FIRST BEER FREE 
V2 PRICE PIZZA
$1.00 OFF ALL DINNERS
MEMBERSHIP $3.00 
(OVER 15,000 MEMBERS)
2 ) e t b e l f ) a u 6
THIS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21
NATIONAL RECORDING STAR
MICHAEL MURPHEY
(Nominated for male vocalist of the year)
Screen & Playwright
•  Renegade
AND BAND •  Geronlmo's Cadillac
•  Alleys of Austin
TOP SELLING RECORDS •  Cosmic Cowboy
WILDFIRE & Caroline In th e  Pines •  Dancing In the Meadow
•  Cherokee Fiddle
Full Night Entertainment 9:00-1:30 
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